Low levels of inertia due to increasing renewable penetration bring several challenges, such as the higher need for Primary Frequency Response (PFR). A potential solution to mitigate this problem consists on reducing the largest possible power loss in the grid. This paper develops a novel modelling framework to analyse the benefits of such approach.
Abstract-Low levels of inertia due to increasing renewable penetration bring several challenges, such as the higher need for Primary Frequency Response (PFR). A potential solution to mitigate this problem consists on reducing the largest possible power loss in the grid. This paper develops a novel modelling framework to analyse the benefits of such approach.
A new frequency-constrained Stochastic Unit Commitment (SUC) is proposed here, which allows to dynamically reduce the largest possible loss in the optimisation problem. Furthermore, the effect of load damping is included by means of an approximation, while its effect is typically neglected in previous frequency-secured-UC studies. Through several case studies, we demonstrate that reducing the largest loss could significantly decrease operational cost and carbon emissions in the future Great Britain's grid.
Index Terms-Frequency services, stochastic linear programming, unit commitment, wind energy. Binary variables for discretisation of P L in the nadir constraint. P g Power produced by generator g (MW). P L Largest possible power loss (MW). P L nadir Auxiliary variable for the discretisation of P L in the nadir constraint (MW). R g PFR provision from generator g (MW).
NOMENCLATURE

Indices and Sets
Binary variable corresponding to the on/off state of generator g.
Linear Expressions (linear combinations of decision variables)
H System's inertia after generation loss P L (MW·s 2 ).
R
Total PFR from all generators (MW).
I. INTRODUCTION
Integration of Renewable Energy Systems (RES) poses significant problems for grid operators. One of the biggest challenges is due to the reduced level of inertia caused by renewables, which compromises the frequency security of the system. Inertia and Frequency Response (FR) are two services which allow to contain electric-frequency excursions after a power outage. Therefore, the low level of inertia in decarbonised grids greatly increases the need for FR, as demonstrated in [1] for Great Britain's (GB) system. In turn, this higher need for FR increases both the operational cost of the system and RES curtailment.
One potential solution for this challenge consists on reducing the largest possible outage in the system, as proposed by National Grid in a recent report [2] . In GB's system, this would be achieved by deloading nuclear plants under certain system's conditions, as these are the largest sources of power in the grid. However, the effectiveness of this option has not yet been analysed, due to the lack of a tool allowing to carry out this study. The present paper focuses on developing such a tool and using it to analyse the operational benefits that this "deloading approach" would bring, both in terms of reduction in cost and in carbon emissions.
The tool developed here is a Unit Commitment (UC) which optimally schedules inertia and FR, while considering a variable largest-power-infeed-loss. Since inertia and FR are mainly provided by thermal generators, they are inherently related to energy production, and therefore must be scheduled by a UC algorithm. Previous studies such as [3] - [5] have focused on constraining the UC in order to optimally provide inertia and FR. However, to the best of our knowledge, the size of the largest contingency has not yet been modelled in a frequencysecured UC formulation. Some related work was carried out in [6] , which considered a variable largest outage in a competitive market-dispatch framework. Simulations were used to deduce the frequency-security constraints, an approach which only allows to cover some of the operational conditions. Instead, here we deduce analytical constraints from a mathematical model of the time-evolution of frequency.
The present paper builds on the work in [7] , which introduced inertia-dependent FR requirements in an SUC. The SUC formulation in [7] is expanded here in order to explicitly model a variable largest-possible-power-loss in the system. The largest loss is now considered as a decision variable in the UC, which then optimises the system's operation by dynamically balancing the cost of deloading and the savings from a reduced need for inertia and FR. Decreasing the largest loss might be optimal depending on the demand and RES generation in the system.
In addition, here we propose an approximation for the effect of load damping on frequency nadir. Most of the previous work on frequency-secured UC has neglected the effect of load damping, as it would yield complicated mathematical expressions for the nadir requirement. Authors typically argue that the impact of load damping on the need for inertia and FR would be small in any case, and therefore it is acceptable to ignore it. However, [7] demonstrated that a damping factor of 1%/Hz would reduce operational costs by 5%, for the 2030 GB power system. The approximation proposed here allows to model the non-negligible effect of load damping, while still giving a simple linear expression for the nadir constraint.
The structure of the paper is as follows: the proposed frequency-constrained UC model is described in Section II. Section III presents the results of several case studies, demonstrating the value of reducing the largest possible loss in GB's system. Finally, Section IV gives the conclusion.
II. UC WITH FREQUENCY SECURITY CONSTRAINTS
The UC problem is solved in this paper by using an expanded version of the stochastic scheduling model described in [7] . This SUC is formulated as a Mixed-Integer Linear Program (MILP) which minimises the expected operational cost of the system, while taking into account the uncertainty introduced by wind power. As compared to [7] , where the largest possible loss took a fixed value, the largest loss is modelled here as a decision variable defined as:
Note that (1) is easily generalizable to consider any source of power production, such as an interconnector importing power from another grid. This SUC model assures frequency security by optimally scheduling inertia and FR. The deduction of the frequencysecurity constraints, as well as some linearisations needed for their implementation in an MILP formulation, are given in the following subsections.
A. Frequency-Security Constraints
Frequency security is assured if three requirements are respected: 1) RoCoF must be lower than a certain limit at all times; 2) the frequency nadir must not be below a predefined threshold; and 3) frequency must recover to a certain value 60 seconds after an outage (called "quasi-steadystate requirement") [8] . Certain constraints must be enforced in the UC so that these frequency requirements are met. As explained in [7] , these frequency-security constraints can be deduced from the swing equation, which describes the time evolution of frequency deviation after a generation outage [9] :
PFR provision by thermal unit g is modelled as:
Term ∆P g (t) only considers PFR, rather than including secondary and tertiary FR. In this paper, the focus is put on PFR, as the need for PFR is most affected by a low level of inertia. Note that, for the sake of simplicity, PFR is assumed in (3) to start being provided right after the generation outage, i.e., the frequency deadband of turbine governors is neglected. However, the frequency deadband could easily be included in the model presented here. By solving the swing equation (2), the RoCoF, nadir and q-s-s constraints can be obtained (refer to [7] for a detailed description of the mathematical process):
In (4), the system's level of inertia after the largest possible outage is given by:
Constraints (4) and (6) are linear and therefore can be directly implemented in an MILP. However, as P L is modelled as a decision variable in the present work, the nadir constraint (5) becomes nonconvex. It is not possible to linearise this constraint for its inclusion in an MILP, given the logarithmic function and the several bilinear terms H · R, some of which appear within the argument of this logarithmic function. Therefore, here we deduce a new nadir constraint, which is obtained again by solving the swing equation (2), but this time neglecting its load-damping term. The nadir constraint then becomes:
Neglecting the effect of load damping yields a more conservative nadir constraint, as load damping helps complying with the nadir requirement. However, in the following subsection we propose a linear approximation to the effect of load damping on supporting the frequency nadir. In addition, we linearise the nadir constraint for its inclusion in an MILP.
B. Impact of Load Damping and Linearisation of the Nadir Constraint
In order to model the effect of load damping on the nadir constraint, we propose the following linear term:
This linear term can be deduced by careful examination of (5). The graphical solution for the exact nadir constraint (5) is given in Fig. 1 , for two different fixed values of P L . As H·R = f (P D ) is a convex and monotonically decreasing function, it can be inner-approximated by a line. The y-intercept of that line is given by the right-hand side of (8), while the slope of the line can be obtained by considering the largest possible value that P D can take. Therefore, the linearised effect of load damping on nadir, represented by the dashed lines in Fig. 1 , is given by (9) .
Note that the inner approximation of the nadir constraint by a line implies an underestimation of the actual effect of load damping, as can be clearly observed in Fig. 1 . However, this underestimation is still less conservative than simply neglecting the effect of damping.
Constraint (9) must be linearised before being implemented in an MILP, as it contains two nonlinear terms: H · R and (P L ) 2 . In an SUC problem, it is critical to use an MILP formulation: a Mixed-Integer NonLinear Program would considerably increase the computational time needed to solve the problem, so the SUC would likely become intractable. In order to linearise the squared term in constraint (9) , decision variable P L can be discretised in "s" segments as follows: Where β is defined as: The binary variables m L i enforce that only one of the constraints in (10) is activated. For this discretisation of P L to hold, a new decision variable must be defined:
The following constraint applies to P L nadir :
By enforcing constraints (10) and (13), the squared term (P L ) 2 in (9) is linearised. Then, the bilinear term H · R appearing in each of the constraints in (10) must also be linearised, for which we use a big-M method as proposed in [7] . With these two linearisations, the nadir constraint can be implemented in an MILP.
III. CASE STUDIES
In order to demonstrate the benefits from dynamically limiting the largest power infeed loss, the SUC model described in section II was used to run several case studies. Each case study simulated one full year of operation of the 2030 GB power grid. The results of these simulations are analysed here, in terms of the operational cost of the system, load factor of large nuclear units and CO 2 emissions.
The characteristics of the 2030 GB system used as the platform for our simulations can be found in Table I of [10] . The load damping factor, D, was set to 1%/Hz. For the SUC, a scenario tree branching only in the current-time node was used, and net-demand quantiles of 0.005, 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9 and 0.995 were considered (refer to [11] for further explanation on scenario trees in SUC). Different wind-penetration levels were analysed, as the amount of renewable generation that will be present in the GB system by 2030 is still uncertain. As shown in coming subsections, reducing the largest possible loss has a higher value for increasing wind penetration.
As mentioned before, reducing the largest possible power loss could be achieved in GB's system by deloading large nuclear plants. It is important to remark that the reason behind deloading nuclear units might not always be to reduce the cost of frequency services, i.e., the cost of providing inertia and PFR. In high-wind-generation conditions, deloading nuclear allows to accommodate more wind, which is zero-cost energy, therefore reducing the total cost of energy provision. However, the present study focuses on deloading nuclear plants just to reduce the need for inertia and FR.
A. Cost of Providing Frequency Services
In this subsection we analyse the cost of providing frequency services, namely inertia and FR. The amount of inertia and FR needed to comply with the frequency-security constraints is provided by running part-loaded thermal generators. Running a high number of part-loaded generators is more expensive than producing the same amount of energy from a lower number of fully-loaded generators, and it potentially causes RES curtailment. The difference in operational cost between these two cases is what we refer to as "cost of frequency services".
For these simulations, we compare three different scenarios: the current largest loss in GB's system, of 1.32GW; the projected largest loss in 2030, which will be of 1.8GW; and a variation of the latter scenario in which several nuclear plants, not just one, are rated at 1.8GW.
First of all, we analyse the benefits from deloading based on the current single largest plant in GB. In Fig. 2 the annual cost of frequency services for the 1.32GW-largest-loss case is presented. Two different operational strategies are considered: in "Fixed Largest Loss", the largest nuclear plant is forced to operate at maximum output at all times; in "Optimised Largest Loss", this plant is allowed to reduce its power output by 33% of its rating. Although the quantitative results presented in Fig.  2 might vary depending on the characteristics of the power system studied, this figure shows a clear trend that would hold in any system: reducing the largest loss has a significant positive impact in the cost of frequency services, particularly for high-wind-penetration cases.
Here we also study the impact of a higher largest-possibleloss in the future GB system. In Fig. 3 we present the cost of frequency services for the projected largest loss of 1.8GW, as well as a variation of this scenario in which 6 nuclear plants have a 1.8GW rating. Large nuclear plants are again allowed to deload by 33% of its rating. Note that the cost of frequency services for the "Fixed Largest Loss" case is the same for both the scenario with one large plant rated at 1.8GW, and for the one with 6 large plants. By comparing this "Fixed Largest Loss" case in Fig. 3 with the one in Fig. 2 , one can notice that the cost of frequency services doubles Fig. 3 for every wind-penetration scenario. This issue should be brought to the attention of system planners, since a larger nuclear plant may be a sensible option from the energy-efficiency point of view, but its implications in increased operational cost of the system must also be considered. Fig. 3 also demonstrates that deloading large nuclear units brings even further savings, in absolute terms, for a 1.8GW-largest-loss when compared to the 1.32GW case. Regarding the scenario with 6 plants rated at 1.8GW, as all 6 plants must be deloaded in order to effectively reduce the largest possible loss, the deloading strategy is less effective, although it still leads to significant savings.
Finally, one can notice that for all scenarios in both Fig.  2 and 3 , the cost of frequency services increases with increasing wind penetration, as would be expected: when nonsynchronous wind generation, which does not contribute to inertia or FR, replaces conventional generators, the system's levels of inertia and FR are reduced; then, part-loaded conventional generators must be brought online just to provide frequency services, therefore increasing the operational cost of the system.
B. Analysis of the Load Factor of Nuclear Units
In subsection III-A the savings in operational cost due to reducing the largest possible loss have been demonstrated. However, the impact of deloading nuclear units on the investment return of these generation plants should also be considered.
Nuclear plants have very high investments costs, and they are expected to provide inexpensive, carbon-free, base-load energy. However, if these plants do not operate in a base-load mode, but are deloaded in order to reduce the largest possible loss, the investment might be less attractive. While the present work focuses on the operational aspects of the power grid, and therefore investment costs are not taken into account, we analyse the load factor of the largest nuclear unit to inform system planners of this issue. Fig. 4 presents the results of our study. One can notice that an increased rating of the largest nuclear plant decreases the load factor, as the 1.8GW plant is more frequently deloaded than the 1.32GW plant. If deloading nuclear units were a strategy to be implemented by system operators, system planners should be aware that this strategy might lead to a significantly reduced load factor for these units.
C. Impact on CO 2 Emissions
As mentioned in subsection III-A, in certain occasions a number of part-loaded thermal generators must be online in order to provide inertia and FR. In high-wind-generation conditions, wind power might be curtailed in order to keep these part-loaded thermal plants online. By reducing the largest possible loss, less inertia and FR is needed, and therefore less part-loaded plants are required to be online. Then, by reducing the largest loss, carbon emissions are also reduced, since more wind power can be accommodated. Fig. 5 shows the amount of carbon emissions that would be cut annually by allowing the largest nuclear plant to deload. A very significant reduction in CO 2 emissions is achieved, particularly for cases of high wind capacity and a 1.8GW largest loss. Nevertheless, even for a 1.32GW-largest-loss case the reduction in emissions is considerable. Given the strict emission targets recently set in countries all over the world, reducing the largest possible loss has proved to be an effective strategy to comply with this legislation.
IV. CONCLUSION
This paper has introduced a frequency-constrained UC in which a variable largest-possible-power-loss is explicitly modelled. This UC model has been used to analyse the potential operational benefits from deloading large nuclear generators in GB's system. These benefits, which have been demonstrated to be considerable, particularly in a high-wind-penetration scenario, are both economic and in terms of a reduction in carbon emissions.
The UC framework presented here can be used to support the discussion on different options to tackle the frequencysecurity problem in the low-inertia system. In the future, this framework could be extended to consider other services such as Enhanced Frequency Response. In addition, further work on studying the operational benefits from deloading nuclear plants should focus on analysing its interaction with other frequency services. It would be particularly interesting to study its interaction with extra inertia provision, a service already considered in [10] . This is motivated by National Grid's recent report [2] , where it was stated that reducing the largest loss would be more effective than creating a market for inertia. However, these two strategies could be complimentary, so it should be determined if it is an economically sensible option to make them coexist.
Finally, it would be critical to analyse the implication on investment return of a partially-loaded nuclear plant, as the results presented here have demonstrated that the deloading strategy could significantly reduce the load factor of large nuclear units.
